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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: A Cognition Analysis of the Key Influence Criteria of Vessel
Registration for Shipping Companies in China-Using DEMATEL (Decision Making
Trial and Evaluation Laboratory) to analyze Chinese shipping flag state collection

Degree: Master of Science in International Transport and Logistics

Abstract: The transportation of world trade more than 90% is completed by marine
transportation and therefore played an important role in the international trade. Owing
to a violent competition, the flag of convenience (FOC) ship become the operation
strategy in shipping company in the international shipping market. FOC has already
become the main stream in shipping, which is also one of the important ways to
increase the shipping company competition ability. The FOC develops quickly in the
international marine transportation, it brought many operational conveniences and the
advantage on the economy for the FOC ship owner; however, the FOC bring some
problems as well, ie, the high tax, control of FOC ships, the economy influence of our
country and ships security control of FOC ships, etc. The paper utilized the DecisionMaking Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) to analyze the key influence
criteria of ship register and construct a cognition map of these criteria. The result of
the study found the main influence factors of ship owner flagging out in China
including “Flag State Taxation”, “Cost of Crews” and “PSC”. This result reminds the
related operator-authorities should pay more attention to the interrelation of each
factor. Based on the result of DEMATEL, the paper also analyzes for China, how to
changing the flagging out problem.

KEY WORDS: Flagging out; (FOC); Ship registers; Chinese Shipping policy;
DEMATEL.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background
While the deadweight tonnage (DWT) of global shipping fleet is increasing, the DWT
of the national vessels of traditional shipping countries is decreasing. The FOC (flag
of convenience) vessels have consistently grown to take over national vessels in many
shipping countries, including China. The UNCTAD (2009-1998) data shows that
although the number and DWT of vessels in China have increased during 1998 to
2009, the ratio of FOC vessels of which is also increased from 23% to 54%.
According to statistics of the Ministry of Transportation and Communication, national
vessel has drastically dropped, which reveals the tendency that vessels in China are
flagging out. Chinese national ships’ flagging out has greatly influence not only the
shipping market but also the economy and domestic manufacturing industry. Why do
national vessels flag out so drastically in China? It is high time for Chinese related
authorities to give solution to deal with the negative trend of Flagging out.

1.2 Research Structure
The paper consists of five Chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the background and
objectives of the study and reviews the literature and methodology. Chapter 2 reviews
international and Chinese experiences and developments in flagging out, looking at
the same time at the impacts of flagging out on international shipping, national
economies and society. China’s motivations for flagging out are also included.
Chapter 3 is aim to introduce Decision-Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory
(DEMATEL) and how to apply to the shipping flag selection, and the author design a
questionnaire survey based on the literature review and the present situation of China,
serve for DEMATEL analysis to assess the impact criteria of flagging out in China.
1

According to the result of DEMATEL, the discussion of the driving factors is carried
on. In Chapter 4, purpose on evaluate the degree of openness of China’s shipping
policy and explore possible policy alternatives. Some concluding comments follow in
the In Chapter 5.

1.3 Literature review
After World War II, in order to avoid government regulations and supervisions, to
reduce operational costs, or to be released from constraints of certain markets, ship
owners started to shift their vessels registration to the countries with more
comparative advantages (Lee, 1996). Bergantino and Marlow (1998) analyzed the
contribution of various factors on flag-choice and concluded as crew costs 26%,
government control 17%, availability of labor 13%, and compliance costs 12%.

In this paper, the author divide the literature review into four categories as followed: 1.
International Organizations, 2. Politics and Market Environment 3. Economy and
Cost and 4. System Restriction. This paper reviewed the relevant literature from the
above categories to explore the motivations of ship flag out or unwillingness to fly
their nation’s flag, the proposed papers on ship registration in literature are so
valuable and the outcomes of the literature review are expected to set a benchmark
and provide contributions for structuring the criterion on shipping registry selection
for the questionnaire as assessment criteria and design basis for the DEMATEL
analysis in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the methodology review is followed by.

1.3.1 International Organizations
Llàcer (2003) indicated IMO establishes compulsory regulations, which must be
applied by all Flag States. Their ships must undergo strict inspection and certification
2

controls, either through their own officials or through especially recognized
organizations for this purpose. Likewise, ships are subject to other controls by, for
example, classification societies for the attainment and maintenance of class
certification, and especially by Port States, exercised on foreign ships calling into
ports of another country. He also pointed out open register countries in short of
professional certification body and appropriate regulation. However, he indicated that
FOC advantages by freedom to use foreign labor has been essential pillars for
consolidation of this system. ITF (International Transport Worker Federation)
indicated that FOC system could enable ship owners to escape from the burdens of
national taxation and national labor protection legislation and seaman union. However,
Perepelkin, Knap, Perepelkin, Pooter(2010) indicated that enforcement can be weak
due to its international nature and can vary greatly at the flag state level. The
legislative framework of about 50 conventions is developed by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) which is the regulator of the shipping industry but
which lacks enforcement powers and does not directly monitor performance of its
member states. Interestingly, Fang(2004) said FOC may probably result in poor
security environment, inferior working and living condition for seafarers.

Alderton and Winchester’s(2002) study security record found that compared with
other registration system, FOC ship security record is relatively poor. For sake of the
marine safety, international FOC ship regulatory certification needs to be formulated.
Conversely, according to 36 major shipping countries record, Li and Wonham
(1999)found FOC ship’s security records are not inferior to other countries, on the
other hand, developing counties’ security record is not certain poorer than traditional
shipping countries. Furthermore, traditional shipping countries’ flagging out is widely
used. At present, we are urgently to recognize that PSC is now becoming more and
3

more crucial among the evaluated components of shipping companies. Chen and Jiang
(2007) emphasis the PSC’s importance in their paper. because of the IMO regulation
and port state’s regulation and restriction.

1.3.2 Politics and Market Environment
Haralambides and Yang(2003)claimed that the flagging out of Chinese controlled
vessels started to appear, due to a number of mainly political reasons. But shipping
policy in most countries usually inclines to protect their own nation fleet by providing
financial and/or other kinds of subsidy. Veenstra and Bergantino (2000) indicated that
shipping service is a combination of high professional activities, and vessel flagging
out is a process leading to different degrees of foreignness in a shipping operation. By
flagging out, ship owners progressively increase their foreign element to improve
their competitiveness. To improve competitiveness, Lee (1996) suggested that ship
owners should let vessel flagging-out, or flagging-in in second register, and flagging
options should be regarded as critical issue in operating policy. On the other hand,
Cockcroft (1997) suggested vessel operators are not supposed to enjoy government
protections and subsidies at the same time. In addition, (Haralambides and Yang
(2003) consider that in terms of the new direct shipping transportation between China
mainland and Taiwan, a certain proportion of the FOC is necessary.

1.3.3 Economy and Cost
Alderton and Winchester (2002) pointed out that crew costs are the most important
factors among all components of operating costs, and that economical considerations
are much more important than political and military reasons at present. According to
the Korean scholars Lee (1996), marine shipping company choose flagging out Vessel
registration mainly because of the increased cost of the crew, high tax, insurance cost
4

and foreign control. Rowlinson and Leek (1997) pointed out the construction of
company and the business process make the ship flagging out and employing Asian
crews instead of domestic crews greatly reduce the crew cost. Chen(1998) indicated
that the main factors of flagging out are taxes, operating costs, capital financing and
others. Llàcer (2003) indicated FOC advantages including lower crew costs, together
with low taxes. Alderton and Winchester’s(2002) assessed that in order to save cost,
shipping companies widely apply FOC, whose development mainly come from
economic advantage, (Veenstra and Bergantino, 2000) claimed that most company
regard the cost as the main factor, especially regarding tax and crew, the savings in
traditional shipping countries are higher than in developing countries. ODA
Masao(1979) (Treatise on Shipping Policy) said the main reason of FOC was the cost
of crew and ship repairs and the low maintenance costs, no restrictions on flows of
funds, crew members income tax and other factors. Knudsen (1997) analysis from the
economic perspective that shipping countries, who are non-zero tax, will be unable to
compete with zero-tax countries, shipping companies would flag out their vessels to
enhance competitiveness. Taxation on vessels usually reduces competitiveness of the
ship owners and even makes them suffer economic loss. Ding (2004) analyzed that
crew cost, H&M insurance and maintenance cost mainly affected FOC selection.

According to Chinese scholars Chen(2008), Chen,J, Zhen and Zong(2008), Wang and
Ruan(2007)etc, since 1994, the new tax system was come into being in China, which
greatly affects Chinese shipping market. In terms of build Ship, P&S ship, equipment
and materials, fuel or management, the tax system which fail to encourage shipping
companies register domestically. Shipping company even need to pay 27.53% import
tariff and import value-added tax, which result in large scale of shipping company
choose Ors(Open registry)as a means of tax avoidance.
5

From the discussion above, it is clearly that the main reason the proportion of FOC
has been increasing nowadays is the taxation. Tax accounts for a high proportion of
operating costs. The current global shipping industry has the willingness of zero tax.
However, on the very contrary, Goulielmos (1998) suggested that taxation from
shipping should not be the objective of a nation’s flag selection factor.

1.3.4 System Restriction
Haralambides and Yang(2003) pointed out due to FOC’s negative impacts on the
country’s economic development, China started to adopt more preferential shipping
policies in order to reflag vessels to her national registry. According to Zhang(2009),
the developed countries mainly provide cargo reservation policy, shipping subsidies,
etc to support its fleet development, regulate reservation policy in china is being
discussed.

1.4 Methodology Review
Despite the varieties of researches on statistical data and papers on discussions and
criticisms about the shipping registry, the numbers of papers on investigating of
adequate shipping registry selection with quantified methodologies are listed as
followed.

Alderton and Winchester (2002) created a methodology to compare the regimes of
shipping registry alternatives, named as Flag State Conformance Index (FLASCI).
The proposed model based on ranking of shipping registry alternatives by considering
the total value of assigned scores on performance indicators. Haralambides and Yang
(2003) designed another study with systematic approach, in order to prevent the
flagging out problem in China, called as Comprehensive Fuzzy Evaluation (CFE)
6

model to structure a decision model on measuring ship owners’ preferences regarding
with the shipping registry selection. Decision support mechanism on flagging decision
for owners and managers of bulk-shipping companies was structured by Chung and
Hwang (2005a) by utilizing combination of AHP and Data Envelopment Analyses
(DEA) methodologies. Nevertheless, the paper just only focuses on the bulk carrier
sector among Chinese Taiwan, which is unable to reflect the main tendencies of the
whole market. Chung and Hwang (2005b) cited another paper regarding with
identification of key influence factors on ship registration by performing a case
analysis on maritime industry in Chinese Taiwan. Despite many of the model on
identifying the priorities of flagging decision factors, the models are not appropriately
simulated and they are not having enough utility for ensuring the real case
expectations. Celik ， Er and Ozok （ 2009 ） applied fuzzy extended AHP
methodology to analyze the case of Turkish maritime industry regarding the shipping
registry selection. Lin, Chung and Chung(2009) applied Decision-Making Trial and
Evaluation Laboratory( DEMATEL) for Chinese Taiwan’s vessel Registration.

To sum up, the proposed papers on ship registration in literature are so valuable and
the outcomes of the literature review are expected to provide contributions for
structuring the criterion on shipping registry selection in this dissertation (Shown in
Table 1).
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Table 1 Summary of Existing Methodologies Utilized in Proposing Models on Shipping Registry Selection
Quantified

Explanation on case applications

Methodologies
FLASCI

Performance evaluation of the
shipping registry alternatives

Comprehensive

Identifying ship owners

Fuzzy Evaluation preferences in Chinese merchant
(CFE) Model

fleet

AHP and DEA

Flagging decision for owners and
managers of bulk-shipping

Author(s)
Alderton and
Winchester
Haralambides
Yang

Years

2002

2003

Chung,Hwang

2005

Chung,Hwang

2005

companies
AHP

Identifying key influence factors
on ship registration

AHP

Application of fuzzy extended
AHP methodology on shipping
registry selection: The case of
Turkish maritime industry

DEMATEL

Metin.Celik,
I.Deha.Er

2009

A. Fahri Ozok

A Cognition Analysis of the Key
Influence Factor of Vessel

Lin,

Registration for Shipping

Chung,

Corporations

Chung

2009

Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)

Chapter 2 Overview of FOC

2.1 Current Situation of Flag of Registration
The 35 countries and territories with the largest fleets registered under their flag
account for 92.87 per cent of the world fleet – a further increase of 0.45 per cent share

8

in January 2008. The top 5 Registries together account for 49.95 per cent of the
world’s dwt, and the top 10 registries account for 70.49 per cent – both figures
showing increases over previous years. (UNCTAD,2009)

Figure 1 Composition of the World fleet by Groups of Countries of Registration
Source: Review of Maritime Transport, UNCTAD, 2006

The largest flag of registration continues to be Panama, with 274 million dwt (23 per
cent of the world fleet), followed by Liberia (124 million dwt; 10.6 per cent). These
two leading registries are followed by five flags with between 61 and 68 million dwt
(between 5 and 6 per cent of the world fleet) each: the Marshall Islands, Hong Kong
(China), Greece, the Bahamas and Singapore. As regards the number of ships, the
largest fleets are flagged in Panama (8065), the United States (6435), Japan (6316),
Indonesia (4464), China (3916) and the Russian Federation (3444). Except for
panama, these fleets include a large number of general cargo and other smaller vessels
that are employed in coastal shipping. (UNCTAD,2009)
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Several registries recorded double-digit growth in 2008, notably Viet Nam (+19.8 per
cent), Germany (+19.4 per cent), the United Kingdom (+15.3 per cent), the Marshall
Island (+14.9 per cent), the Danish International Registry (14.5 per cent), Malta
(+12.1 per cent) and Antigua and Barbuda (+11.4 per cent)). Malta gained additional
tonnage controlled by the Islamic Republic of Iran, whose national flag no longer
appears among the top 35 (it was still ranked 32 in January 2008). The growth in Viet
Nam, Germany and the Danish International Registry was mostly due to nationally
controlled tonnage, while the growth in the United Kingdom, the Marshall Islands,
Malta, and Antigua and Barbuda was predominantly due to new registrations of
foreign-owned vessels.

In terms of the percentage distribution of the world fleet, the 10 major open and
international registries increased their combined market share between 2008 and 2009
by a further 0.77 percentage points to reach 55.11 per cent. The 10 major open and
international registries had their highest shares among dry bulk carriers (60.5 per cent)
and oil tankers (55.6 per cent). The share of tonnage beneficially owned by
developing countries has also increased continuously since 1980, reaching the onthird of FOC tonnage in 1998. According to UNCTAD, the major developing
maritime countries and territories-including China, HongKong(China), Republic of
Korea, Saudi Arabia, UAE, etc., had more than half of their tonnage registered under
foreign flags.(UNCTAD,2009)
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Table 2 The 35 Countries and Territories with the Largest Controlled Fleets (DWT)
(as of 1 January 2009).

Source: Compiled by the UNCTAD Secretariat, on the Basis of Data Supplied by
Lloyd’s Register-Fairplay.

From Table 2, At the beginning of 2009, the number of vessels registered in China
was 3916 (UNCTAD, 2009), corresponding to about 40 million dwt. This capacity
ranked china fifth in the world. In the same year, account for 3.35% share of world
total dwt, the DWT growth from 2008 to 2009 is 7.74%.

2.2 Evolution and Present Situation of Flagging out in China
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Chinese flagging out started in the 1950s. As a result of western embargo policies,
Chinese trade was carried by joint venture companies set up with socialist partners
such as Poland, Czechoslovakia and Albania. By the 1960s, China had built up its
own fleet, named COSCO, under its national flag, although a small proportion of
vessels were still flagged out, aims to occupy trading market with countries which
China had not yet established diplomatic relations. It is noteworthy that since China’s
tax reforms in 1994, Flagging out was popular and widely used, which exert great
efforts and motivations with the opening up of the country in the 1980s. As in all
other cases, profitability and operational cost were the primary motivations in the
flagging out selection process. A number of such considerations could be mentioned
including (1) high tariffs and value added taxes (27.53%) of imported ships, in
addition, in accordance with the provisions, departure tax can be obtained only if the
port is departure port qualified enjoy the tax rebate, in this way, if the cargo owner use
the domestic ship, the tax rebate cycle would be very long, while the foreign flag
ships do not have this problem. (2) Industrial carriage: shippers registering their own
tonnage abroad to avoid restrictive company provisions, trading regulations and
shipbuilding and many other restrictions specialized on national flag ships. Therefore,
this fleet was also intended to be registered abroad. On the other hand, Chinese
manufacturing enterprises are expected to build up their own oceangoing FOC fleets
in the coming years. Recently, Bao Steel and China Oil have already carried out their
plans.
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Figure 2 China’s National and Foreign Flag Proportion at the Beginning of 2009
Source: Compiled by the UNCTAD Secretariat, on the Basis of Data Supplied by
Lloyd’s Register – Fairplay(2009)

From the graph above, we can clearly recognize that in terms of dwt, more than half
of all Chinese owned or controlled tonnage was registered under FOCs; compared
with the 54.45pecent in 2006, this trend is continuing. However, in 1991, the share of
FOC tonnage was only 23 percent. Therefore, at present, the FOC trend is still
increasing among the country.

Table 3 Flag Composition of Chinese FOC Fleet (as of 1 January 1996, 2000, and
2006)

Source: ISL Market Analysis, 2000; Review of Maritime Transport, UNCATD, 2006
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2.3 The Impact of Chinese Flagging-out
The phenomenon of widely-used flagging out in China, affecting the shipping fleet of
the majority of the traditional maritime countries(TMC), as well as the new
developing maritime nations, has attracted a great deal of attention for a variety of
reasons. One of the main concerns has been the fact that ORs fleets have increased at
an extremely faster rate than any other kind of fleet in the world. Therefore, as a result,
this expansion is greatly affected the growth of national fleets in a low rate, which
result in related consequences for national lose, for example, fiscal revenue and the
decrease of national qualified seafarers. In addition, in recent years, the occurrence of
many warning accidents concerning environmental disasters has alarmed worldwidely awareness on the safety of vessels. In China, flagging out has not only exerted
great impact on the “integrity” of the Chinese ocean fleet, but it has also triggered a
series of issues to domestic macro-economic development, tax revenues and
employment of seafarers. All in all, imported vessels are subject to a high imported
tariffs and value-added tax, which is 27.53% of the price in total of the vessel.
Consequently, in order to avoid the high charge, such unreasonable taxes have forced
most ship owners have to build or purchase their vessels abroad, as well as register
them under foreign flags. For a long time, amount to 70% - 80% of China's
shipbuilding industry are exported ships, which means a low proportion for the
domestic ship owner. Foreign ship owners place orders in China and then rented out
to foreign or domestic ship owners to transport China's import and export of goods. At
the same time, such as iron ore, crude oil and other bulk commodity are mainly rely
on foreign shipping companies.

Therefore, this trend is jeopardizing the country’s interest regards of tariff and tax
revenues, as well as the registration and inspection charges, on the other hand, may
14

deprive ineffective supervision over the ships of flagging out, china would lose a lot
of corporate taxes. It is worth noting that about 5 billion US dollars of shipping
revenues are deposited and abroad spent per year, with all concreted consequences on
national foreign exchange reserves and the ability of the country to repay in foreign
debt.

Chapter 3 Analysis on Chinese Shipping Flag State Collection
by Means of DEMATEL
3.1. Introduction of DEMATEL
DEMATEL was developed by the Battelle memorial association of the Geneva
research center (Fontela et al., 1976; Gabus et al., 1973), at that time, DEMATEL was
used to study complicated world problems regarding things like: race, hunger,
environmental protection, energy, etc. (Fontela et al., 1976). In recent years, Japan,
Korea, and Chinese Taiwan have broadly applied DEMATEL to solve problems in
different fields successfully (Hajime, Kenichi, & Hajime, 2005; Kenichi & Yoshihiro,
2002; Kim, 2006; Lin & Wu, 2008; Nanayo & Toshiaki, 2002; Wu & Lee, 2007). The
purpose of DEMATEL is to directly compare the interaction relationship between
variables and use a matrix to calculate the direct and indirect causal relationships and
influence level between variables, especially using the visual structural matrix and
causal diagram to express the causal relationships and influence level between
variables in the complicated system and assist in making the decision. Therefore,
DEMATEL can turn a complicated system into a causal relationship with a clear
structure, and simplify the relationships between variables in the complicated system
into justified cause and effective relationship, through the interaction influence level
between quantified variables to find out the core problem in the complicated system
15

and the improvement direction. The study referred to the study of Lee, Yen, and Tsai
(2008a) Lee, Hu, Yen, and Tsai (2008b), and briefly describes the structure of
DEMATEL and the calculation steps.

3.2 Establish a Direct-relation Matrix
The DEMATEL method can be summarized in the following steps:

Step 1: Find the average matrix.
Suppose we have H experts in this study and n factors to consider. Each stakeholder is
asked to indicate the degree to which he or she believes a factor i affects factor j.
These pairwise comparisons between any two factors are denoted by aij and are given
an integer score ranging from 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.

How to define the variables and establish the measurement scale
List and define a complicated system’s influence variables by using documentation
exploration, brain storming or professional opinions. Now, assuming there are n
variables that impact the complicated system. Establish the measurement scale of the
pair-wise comparison of causal relationships and level between variables; the
measurement scales respectively are levels 0, 1, 2, and 3, which respectively represent
“no impact”, “low impact”, “high impact” and “great impact”(Lin & Wu, 2008). In
addition, the measurement scale is also divided into levels 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, which
respectively represent “no impact”, “very low impact” “low impact”, “medium
impact”, “high impact” and “great impact” (Kim, 2006), and Huang, Shyu, and Tzeng
(2007) adopted 11 levels, 0,1, . . . , 10, from “no impact” to “great impact”.
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The scores by each expert will give us a n x n non-negative answer matrix X k =[ xijk ],
with 1 ≤ k ≤ H . Thus X 1 , X 2 ,…, X H are the answer matrices for each of the M
experts, and each element of X k is an integer denoted by xijk . The diagonal elements
of each answer matrix X k are all set to zero. We can then compute the n x n average
matrix A for all expert opinions by averaging the H experts’ scores as follows:

aij =

1 H k
∑ xij
H k =1

(1)

The average matrix A=[ aij ] is also called the initial direct relation matrix. A shows
the initial direct effects that a factor exerts on and receives from other factors.
Furthermore, we can map out the causal effect between each pair of factors in a
system by drawing an influence map. Figure 1 below is an example of such an
influence map. Here, each letter represents a factor in the system. An arrow from c to

d shows the effect that c has on d, and the strength of its effect is 3. DEMATEL can
convert the structural relations among the factors of a system into an intelligible map
of the system.
c

3

2

1
g

d

3
e

3

f

Figure 3 Example of Influence Map
Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)
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Step 2: Calculate the normalized initial direct-relation matrix.
The normalized initial direct-relation matrix D is obtained by normalizing the average
matrix A in the following way:
n
n
⎛
⎞
Let s = max⎜⎜ max ∑ aij , max ∑ aij ⎟⎟
⎝ 1≤i ≤ n j =1 1≤ j ≤ n i =1 ⎠

Then D =

(2)

A
s

(3)

Since the sum of each row j of matrix A represents the total direct effects that factor i
n

gives to the other factors, max ∑ aij represents the total direct effects of the factor
1≤i ≤ n

j =1

with the most direct effects on others. Likewise, since the sum of each column i of
n

matrix A represents the total direct effects received by factor i, max ∑ aij represents
1≤ j ≤ n

i =1

the total direct effects received of the factor that receives the most direct effects from
others. The positive scalar s takes the lesser of the two as the upper bound, and the
matrix D is obtained by dividing each element of A by the scalar s. Note that each
element d ij of matrix D is between zero and less than 1.

Step 3: Compute the total relation matrix.
A continuous decrease of the indirect effects of problems along the powers of matrix
D, e.g. D 2 , D 3 ,..., D ∞ , guarantees convergent solutions to the matrix inversion similar

to

an

absorbing

Markov

chain

matrix.

Note

that

lim D m = [0]n×n

m →∞

and

lim ( I + D + D 2 + D 3 + ... + D m ) = ( I − D ) −1 , where 0 is the n x n null matrix and I is

m →∞
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the n x n identity matrix. The total relation matrix T is an n x n matrix and is defined
as follow:
T = [tij] i, j = 1, 2,…, n

where T = D + D2 + … + Dm = D + D 2 + ... + D m = D( I + D + D 2 + ... + D m-1 )
= D[( I + D + D 2 + ... + D m-1 ) (1- D )](1- D )-1 = D(I-D)-1, as m → ∞

(4)

We also define r and c as n x 1 vectors representing the sum of rows and sum of
columns of the total relation matrix T as follows:
⎛ n ⎞
r = [ri ]n×1 = ⎜ ∑ tij ⎟
⎝ j =1 ⎠ n×1

(5)

⎛ n ⎞′
c = [c j ]1′×n = ⎜ ∑ tij ⎟
⎝ i =1 ⎠ 1×n

(6)

where superscript ′ denotes transpose.

Let ri be the sum of i-th row in matrix T. Then ri shows the total effects, both direct
and indirect, given by factor i to the other factors. Let cj denotes the sum of j-th
column in matrix T. Then cj shows the total effects, both direct and indirect, received
by factor j from the other factors. Thus when j = i, the sum ( ri + ci ) gives us an index
representing the total effects both given and received by factor i. In other words,
( ri + ci ) shows the degree of importance (total sum of effects given and received) that
factor i plays in the system. In addition, the difference ( ri − ci ) shows the net effect
that factor i contributes to the system. When ( ri − ci ) is positive, factor i is a net causer,
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and when ( ri − ci ) is negative, factor i is a net receiver (Tzeng et al. 2007; Tamura et
al., 2002).

Step 4: Set a threshold value and obtain the impact-relations-map.
In order to explain the structural relation among the factors while keeping the
complexity of the system to a manageable level, it is necessary to set a threshold value

p to filter out some negligible effects in matrix T. While each factor of matrix T
provides information on how one factor affects another, the decision-maker must set a
threshold value in order to reduce the complexity of the structural relation model
implicit in matrix T. Only some factors, whose effect in matrix T is greater than the
threshold value, should be chosen and shown in an impact-relations-map (IRM)
(Tzeng et al., 2007).

In this paper, the threshold value is not decided by experts because the experts regard
it is unnecessary to further explore the section in this paper. On the other hand,
considering there are only 16 criteria engaged in the assessment, the measurement
scale is divided into levels 0, 1, 2, 3 for measurement.

3.3 Questionnaire and Survey
The Questionnaire and survey was designed based on the literature review of major
contribution of Flag State selection and concerning the present situation in China. The
distribution of the graph is presented as followed:
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A1 Consist of Restriction of
A2 Prevention of Double
International
Organizations

A3PSC
A4 ITF
B1 Cross-strait Restriction

Politics &
Market
Environment

B2 Favorable Subsidy
B3 Anti-terrorism

Criteria
of Flag
State
Selection

B4 Vessel Maintenance
C1 Flag State Taxation
C2 Cost of Crews

Economy &
Cost

C3 Foreign Crew Employment
C4 Crews Tax
D1 Cargo Reservation Policy
D2 Efficiency of Administrative
Examination & Approval

System
Restriction

D3 Qualification of Registration
D4 Bareboat Charter
Figure 4 Graph of Shipping Registration Selection Criterion
Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)

The author of dissertation invited 4 professional shipping relevant practitioners, who
serve for CCS, COSCO, Shipping Finance Department of Export-Import bank of
China, Shanghai Maritime University respectively. Four professionals were invited to
present their opinions, and DEMATEL was adopted to analyze the causal
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relationships and interaction influence level between variables. According to the
matrix, the direct- and indirect-relation matrix can be obtained for analysis as the
prominence (R+C) and relation (R-C).

According to the questionnaire survey, in accordance with the DEMATEL process,
after input the data, set the determinant’s variables as R, represents a criterion affects
other criteria, C represents criterion which affected by others, (R+C) represents the
relationships strength between two criteria. (R-C) represents the criteria strength
affect others or being affected by others. After collecting the Column sum (R), Row
sum (C), (R+C) and (R-C), adopt the mean and establish a direct/indirect -relation
matrix as follows:

Table 4 Data of the FOC Related Criteria Impact Level
R(the sum of
C(the sum
the column
of the row
vector)
vector)
Criteria
A1 restriction of crew
2.566684
2.03909
1.756068
1.600836
A2 Prevention Of Double

R+C

R-C

4.605774
3.356904

0.527594
0.155232

Taxation
A3 PSC
2.890061
1.726651
4.616711
A4 ITF
1.698006
1.175236
2.873242
B1 cross-strait restriction
2.334617
1.745111
4.079728
B2 favorable subsidy
1.226445
2.30583
3.532275
B3 anti-terrorism
1.217611
1.625248
2.842859
B4 maintenance of the vessel
0.926585
1.59542
2.522005
C1 flag state taxation
2.829252
2.448019
5.277272
C2 cost of crews
2.265464
2.477927
4.743391
C3 foreign crew employment
2.231813
1.989962
4.221775
C4 income tax of crews
1.239536
1.198888
2.438423
2.715894
1.639104
4.354999
D1 cargo reservation policy
efficiency of administrative
0.674846
2.066399
2.741245
D2 examination and approval
D3 qualification of registration
2.121496
2.310217
4.431713
D4 bareboat charter registration 1.419174
2.169612
3.588786
Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)
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1.16341
0.522769
0.589506
-1.07939
-0.40764
-0.66884
0.381233
-0.21246
0.24185
0.040648
1.07679
-1.39155
-0.18872
-0.75044

Figure 5 Relational Graph
Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)
The graph above reveals the impact strength of each criterion.

3.4 Analytical Result
The sum of (R + C), represents the effect strength of criteria or the effected strength
by other criteria, the larger the value, the greater the criteria affects others. The
maximum value of (R + C), represents the greatest driving factor for other criteria. By
computing the result, that the overall effect of the greatest degree of the first three
criteria are “flag state taxation”, “cost of crews”, “PSC”.

From the chart above, first three ranking effect criteria are:

1. C1 Flag state taxation,
2. C2 Cost of crews,
3. A3 PSC
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Last three ranking effect criteria are:

1. C4 Income tax of crews,
2. B4 Maintenance of the vessel,
3. D2 Efficiency of administrative examination and approval

First Three Ranking
Effect Criteria of (R+C)

Last Three Ranking
Effect Criteria of (R+C)

C1 Flag State Taxation

C4 Income Tax of Crews

C2 Cost of Crews

B4 Vessel Maintenance

A3 PSC

D2 Efficiency of
Administrative Examination

Figure 6 Summary of (R+C) ranking
Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)

Criteria of Flag State Selection: direct effect and indirect effect analysis
R-C>0 first three ranking criteria are:

1. PSC,
2. Cargo reservation policy
3. Cross-strait restriction

R-C<0 last three ranking criteria are:

1. Efficiency of administrative examination and approval,
2. Favorable subsidy
3. Bareboat charter registration
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R-C>0 First Three
Ranking Criteria

R-C<0 Last Three
Ranking Criteria

A3 PSC

D2 Efficiency of
Administrative Examination

D1 Cargo Reservation

B2 Favorable Subsidy

B1 Cross-strait Restriction

D4 Bareboat Charter

Figure 7 Summary of (R-C) Ranking
Source: Drawn by the author ©Copyright Wu Haoxin WMU-SMU,(ITL 2010)

If the value of (R-C) is positive number, represents the effect strength of itself affects
others are greater than others affects itself, and vice versa. The first three greatest
positive number criteria of (R-C) are: PSC, cargo reservation policy and cross-strait
restriction. The last three smallest negative number criteria of (R-C) are: efficiency of
administrative examination and approval, favorable subsidy and bareboat charter
registration.

3.5 Crucial Criterion Discussion
3.5.1 Flag State Taxation

Concerning Chinese taxation system, the ship owner may concern it in the first place.
Taxation factor is greatly affecting other factors as well. Obviously, Flag State
taxation is the priority concern of flag state selection. Further discussion will be
discussed in the next chapter.

3.5.2 Cost of Crews
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Cost of crew has been long time the most concerning factor of shipping companies,
many criteria are related to the crew members based on the analyzed result. Every flag
state country regulate their crew members have to possess the professional and
technology, subject to the maritime navigation personnel training and certification and
conform to the international convention standards (STCW, 1995), most related
regulations and flag states have the protective policy for their own national crews, for
example, the vessel have to hire a certain proportion of flag states crews, assuming the
salary level is relatively high, may directly affect the cost of crews. If the flag state
allows a high proportion of foreign crews on the board, shipping companies may hire
the average-low-salary countries crews, which is able to save a lot of cost of crews.
Therefore, according to the results, the cost of crews is one of the biggest criteria of
flag selection which affects A1 "Restriction of crew”, A4 “ITF”, B3 “Anti-terrorism”,
C3 “Foreign crew employment” C4 “Income tax of crews”

3.5.3 PSC

We are interestingly found that PSC are found both in the first three ranking(R+C)
and (R-C) sector, which illustrate its importance among Chinese shipping companies.
According to Perepelkin, Knap, Perepelkin, Pooter(2010), following a series of major
oil tanker accidents in the 1970s, the concept of port state control (PSC) evolved to
allow port states to conduct safety inspections on foreign flagged vessels entering
their ports. The countries grouped themselves into PSC regimes based on Memoranda
of Understanding (MoU) and today, 10 PSC regimes exist, covering most port states.
These regional MoU’s enforce international legislation and act as a second line of
defense against substandard shipping where the first line of defense is the flag state
itself. The world fleet eligible for port state control inspections can be estimated to be
around 47% of the world fleet or approximately 44,000 vessels (above 400 gt, based
on data for 2005). In addition, more than 50% of these vessels get inspected in more
than one regime and 20% in three or more regimes.
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Each year, the Black/Grey/White List (BGW-list) is published which is compiled
using a specific method to classify registries into three groups—black, grey and
white—where black listed flags perform worse than average and white listed flags
perform better. APCIS(Asia-Pacific Computerized information System on Port State
Control) was set for choose target vessel to survey, the standard was combined with
the history record of the certain vessel. So it is necessary for shipping company to
maintain their vessels record.

If the vessels were detained because of low standards, ship owners and ship inspection
organizations would face enormous pressure, they have to pay more energy and cost
into improving the condition of vessels. On the other hand, national security personnel
effectively exert PSC's administrative enforcement power and increase the inspection
frequency of flags of convenience ships by detained low-standard flag of convenience
ship, to facilitate flag state countries’ standardized management. Therefore, flag state
countries, ship inspection organization and the ship-owners’ should build an effective
surveillance relations for each other, which is able to improve the safety of the ship
seaworthiness.

3.5.4 Cross-Strait Trading Limits

Under the restriction of “Cross-Strait trading limits”, the vessels which nationalize
their own flags are not allowed to berth at Taiwan directly, Thus, if shipping
companies have a certain target market need to get access to Taiwan, the companies’
fleet need to comprise of a certain proportion of FOC. On the other hand, followed by
the mutual relationship has been becoming tighten in these years, up to December 15,
2009, more than 110 vessels were engaged in direct transport, trade between China
mainland and Taiwan was amount to 57.8 million tons, a year-on-year growth of 2
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percent and 1.4 million TEU shipping container, increase 11% year-on-year. 1.4
million Passengers were carried via ships between Taiwan strait, year-on-year growth
of 40%. 71 ports out of 81 cross-Straits direct transportation ports have been already
opened. Relevant authority of the cross-strait direct shipping department held many
seminars to coordinate and process the various problems occurred during
implementing cross-strait shipping agreement. Both side promise to continue
promoting exchanges and cooperation of cross-strait market supervision and
inspection, ship security management, prevention of pollution, marine emergency
relief and formulate technical standard regulation of cross-strait shipping. The
officials said that although cross-strait is under an optimistic progress, there are still
many problems need to be further negotiation on both sides of the Taiwan straits.

On the other hand, according to the cross-strait shipping agreement, shipping
company who engaged in cross-strait transport, their shipping income tax shall be
exempted from the business tax mutually. China mainland has applied it since 15
December 2008. But so far in Taiwan, that clause has yet to be executed which result
in China mainland shipping companies suffered great loss.

3.5.5 Cargo Reservation Policy

Chinese government suggest petroleum, natural gas, countries such as iron ore import
strategic energy resources of the sea transport in trade terms stipulated that the “cargo
reservation” policy, In China, it is high time to gradually transfer these cargo for the
domestic shipping country, therefore, the shipbuilding industry is able to build large
amount of ships for domestic companies, the finance agent, as well as the bank,
insurance company and finance leasing company etc. are able to make the domestic
capital’s value add in the industrial chain continuously. However, the shipping
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industry is subject to the hands of the market, which determine the advantageous
freight and conditions under the implementation of government control for the "cargo
reservation policy" although it is difficult to be forced forward.

3.5.6 Other Criterion Analysis

In terms of the D4 “bareboat charter registration”, which is relatively independent
criterion, according to UN’s “ship registration convention", some countries allow
bareboat charter, shipping companies are allowed to possess the temporary certificate,
which promote the flexibility of the shipping companies’ operational flexibility.

A2 “Prevention of double taxation” will waiver carrier’s freight tax, the more
countries flag state being signed with, and the more operational cost can be saved for
shipping companies. As for the B4 “Vessel Maintenance”, among all the world's
maintenance yards, China has the most advanced technology and cost advantage.

Chapter 4 Reversing the Current Situation of Chinese Flag out

4.1 Changing Chinese flagging out: Government and Policy Support
In China, as in many other countries in the world, international shipping furnishes
benefits to the economy that go far beyond the short-term commercial results of the
shipping companies themselves. Unfortunately, although there are a certain number of
positive policy examples in many countries—especially in the Europe, up to now,
China has not realized that the regulation of an attractive operational environment to
shipping companies, and the following improvement in the competitiveness of its flag
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is able to generate multiplicative benefits to the State that would greatly outweigh any
costs involved in the regulation of such an environment.

4.2 Introduction of EU Experience
In most EU countries, the national register reducing is more and more serious which
result in the shipping development tragic consequences. To maintain a large scale of
fleet with their own nation, most governments of TMCs have amended their policies
getting closer to the situation made by the legislation of ORs. The FOC legislation is
often used as a criterion against which to measure the effects of polices of TMCs. In
terms of this, “policy competition” is being implemented between TMCs and ORs. In
a general way, policy competition for attracting and reserving national fleets divides
into two main categories: one is an “incentive-based” approach, aims to influence flag
selection directly by such issues as preference and discrimination of flag
selection(including cargo reservation), exclusion of foreign flags (bilateralism,
cabotage and multilateralism), port surcharges and discriminatory fees, and shipping
subsidies, for example, operating and constructing subsidies, investment and
modernization subsidies and tax preferences. The second category comprises of a
“rule-based” approach, having a relatively indirect influence on flag selection by
affecting a ship-owner’s regulatory and operating condition. Examples consist of
various special regimes with particular rules and regulations putting national fleets on
more equal footing with those of other countries1.

1

Sletmo, G. K. & Holste, S. (1993). Shipping and the Comparative Advantages of Nations: the Role of

International Shipping Registers. Maritime Policy and Management, 20, 243–55
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The first approach has been applied frequently for a long time but it has been
incapable of preventing the declining trend of national flag fleets. During the late
1980s, the second approach option became more and more popular and one of its
performances is the establishment of “international registries”: policy solutions
aiming to coordinate national economic profitability and private welfare
considerations. In terms of the individual firm, the decision of flag selection should be
regarded as parallel to other strategic decision of the profit-oriented firm and should
therefore be taken individually on commercial standard. From another point of view,
each national economy wishes to maximize its profits from shipping sector. When
analyzing the economic and social effects of flagging out, national authorities are
required to consider its welfare effects on the overall economy situation. Policy
solutions should originate from such an analysis. Therefore, the second policy
approach represents that the best of both worlds by combining the FOCs advantages
with those of the TMCs. Thus, International registries should be regarded as the point
where both the private interests of shipping companies and the expanded ones of the
national economy are coordinated.

Most of EU countries have long history of maritime traditions, the EU has developed
a comprehensive and effective approach to maritime affairs in the last decade. By the
1990s, European “traditional” registers and seafaring employment had declined so
dramatically that forced the Union to re-evaluate its shipping strategy. The EU’s
response to the decline of European shipping proportion, facing with the reversing of
the international maritime structure, was set up in its Paper entitled “Towards a New
Maritime Strategy”.

One of the main objectives of the rectified policy was to ensure, through a
Community framework for promoting shipping competitiveness, that ships are
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“preferably registered in EU Member States with Community nationals employed on
board”. The competitiveness framework indicated policies on employment and
training, research and development, and state aids. As to the latter, member States is
able to intervene into the market to encourage EU ship registration. Furthermore,
employments were defined in the Commission’s maritime state aid guidelines
(Community Guidelines on State Aid to Maritime Transport), which establish a more
loose regime for shipping than in any other sector in the scope of EU economy.2

Examples of state aids specialized for maritime can be found in most TMCs in Europe,
from the early Norwegian initiative to the German package approved only in 1998. In
these initiatives, common contents are fiscal relief measures, for example, tonnagebased corporate taxation, as well as the exemption of social charges for seafarers. A
prominent initiative is the comprehensive package of measures appealed by the
Netherlands authority, as they claim, has obtain great success in establishing the
environments in which their maritime industry is having an economic recovery. The
Netherlands new approach laid emphasis on establishing an atmosphere which is
attractive for business and investment, in which shipping is regarded as the centre of
the country’s maritime business chain. The core element of the Dutch maritime
initiative, revealing the new emphasis is on Dutch ownership, rather than on the
Dutch flagged fleet, is an optional tonnage-based tax regime. The new policy was
carried out at the beginning of 1996, which results to a 25% increase in the Dutch
merchant fleet, satisfying employment rate among Dutch seafarers and a renewal of
shipbuilding in domestic yards, furthermore, the most welcomed result is that the new
policy attract more than 40 ship owning or ship companies decide to relocation to The

2

Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions, UK. British shipping: charting a new course. London,
1998.
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Netherlands, along with the rapid development of The Netherlands’ maritime
industry.

4.3 A Suggested Shipping Policy for China
Majority maritime countries are taking advantage of government intervention and
policy competition as instruments to ensure their national fleets. China can not be the
exception, and it has the ambition to build a powerful Chinese registered fleet in
pursuit of the developments of national economy and safety control. Therefore, the
good experience from developed maritime countries will be set up as good examples
for China. China is required to adjust its shipping policy accordingly, making it more
attractive to ship owners, especially encouraging the Chinese ship owners to register
their new vessels domestically.

It is a truth that to achieve its international competitiveness, one shipping country
should develop proper non-discriminatory policies and focus its governmental policy
on the expansion of highly value-added activities, despite of economically openness
to the world. Different from some traditional shipping countries such as the
Netherland, whose shore-based maritime activities or shipping managements are
contributable to most of added value produced within the shipping industry, China
creates most value added in the shipping sector by the ship itself, instead of by
activities like maritime insurance, multimodal transportation, ship brokering and
agencies, etc, which are less developed in China. Therefore, any policy on shipping in
China should be aimed at attracting and retaining its national fleet.
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Aimed at leveling the practical field of international competition, a lot of policies can
be adjusted in China. Firstly, the government can try some policy to abolish or lower
ship owners’ costs such as import tariffs and value-added taxes in international trades,
fiscal relief, waivers on social charges for seafarers, etc. Moreover, to improve the
quality of maritime labour forces, the government should increase the inputs in
maritime education and training business and ensure the development of skilled and
qualified work forces. Last but not least, the possibility to establish a parallel ship
register should be taken into consideration seriously, especially in the interest of
attracting back those vessels which have been registered abroad already.

It has many advantages to establish a parallel ship register. Parallel ship register,
which is also named as international or offshore ship register, and widely used in
Europe, is designed with the main objectives to level operating costs with those under
FOC registration system, while maintaining higher technical standards and more
effective implementation of international conventions. Besides, ships will benefit
from higher reputation to shippers or charterers by flying their national flag under the
parallel registration system. In the circumstances of such a registration system in
China, the vessels should be Chinese owned, either domestically or FOC. In addition,
the taxation policy will be combined with the tonnage, in accordance with the tonnage
tax policies in other maritime countries or FOCs, which will exempt the ship owners
from income tax for seafarers, as well as tonnage dues and annual tax. Besides, the
former manning system should be abolished and the required minimum number of
national seafarers on board is reduced. What’s more, an appropriate reform of contract
and company law to norms acquainted to western ship finance banks would facilitate
and increase financing possibilities fundamentally.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion

As in most other shipping countries, in China, flagging out has proven to have serious
negative impacts on China’s shipping development and national economy. To change
the situation, it is high time for Chinese government to adjust its shipping policy
according to experiences in countries that have suffered this development obstacle
earlier. The related policy amendment should be based on the evaluation of the
economic, social and political effects of shipping registry alternatives. China should
adopt more preferential shipping policies such as favourable shipbuilding
arrangements, tax exemptions for ships in international trades, It is said that the taxrectified policy proposal will be executed in the 12th five-years planning, or China
may refer to the actual behavior of European countries’ tonnage tax system, reduces
or even waivers of social charges on seafarers, tonnage based corporate taxation, and
exert great effort supporting maritime education and training in order to maintain a
relatively labour force advantage. On the other hand, shipping company should pay
more attention following the PSC survey to avoid unnecessary lose. Furthermore,
related authorities should continue to appeal and execute the Cargo Reservation
Policy to support and protect the national shipping company and cargo-owners.
Finally, the establishment of a parallel register, along with the lines of the European
experience, as suggested in this paper, would help in attracting back Chinese owned
vessels.
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